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2018 may just end up being the year of data ownership—and many don’t even see it yet.

When it comes to 2018 predictions, we’re off to a rather impressive start. For one, the social network user base 

is expected to grow to 232MM. To put this in perspective, that number is just a mere 32MM shy of the entire 

US TV audience. With a prognosis like this, it’s no wonder that ad spend is expected to reach $26B in the US, 

amounting to almost 30.0% of total digital spend for the year. Not only that, but the industry’s current MVP, 

Facebook, is predicted to account for 23.0% of all digital spend. What an exciting time!

But as with any high-growth industry, the brands that will win will be the ones fully prepared for the 

substantial increase in scale within their social advertising supply chains. But how can one achieve this? The 

ability to do so overwhelmingly relies on data ownership. As such, we decided to tackle “The Data Ownership 

Dilemma” facing marketers in this edition.

In “Social’s Tipping Point Of Data Accessibility Is Here,” Unified CEO Jason Beckerman discusses the 

implications of ownership as investment levels explode alongside data exhaust. And if marketers do it right, 

they will be rewarded with improved transparency and performance—the details of which are uncovered in 

“Thinking Smarter, Increasing Customers.”

Next up, “Who Owns Your Social Advertising Data? (Hint: It Might Not Be You)” will help you pinpoint just how 

much of a data ownership problem you may have, and reveal the potential source of the issue.

Lastly, for those who want a real-world example of such rewards, “A Global Telecom Brand Successfully Solves 

Social BI and Performance Challenges For 8 Major Divisions” will take you through the nuts and bolts of one 

such case, and the impressive benefits that were achieved as a result.

No matter your level of understanding of data ownership, we hope you find this edition of the Unified Quarterly 

Magazine useful for both education purposes and in starting the conversations needed to identify how and to 

what extent it affects your business. Thanks for reading!

Rashida Boyd
Assoc iate  Director ,  Market ing

Unified

UNIFIED QUARTERLY
Social  Industry SummaryWelcome To The

About Us

Unified helps marketers make informed and impactful decisions with the industry’s only business 

intelligence platform purposely designed for social advertising. With experience collecting and enriching 

over 1 billion dollars of social investment data, Unified is passionate about providing Fortune 2000 

brands and agencies greater transparency into their many teams, tools, and strategies. The Unified 

Platform and service teams are specifically built to ensure data quality, optimize investments, and 

answer critical business questions. Unified has offices in New York City, San Francisco, and Los Angeles.
Sincerely,
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Social’s Tipping Point Of 
Data Accessibility Is Here

Thinking Smarter, 
Increasing Customers

Who Owns Your Social Advertising Data? 
(Hint: It Might Not Be You)

A Global Telecom Brand Solves Social 
Performance Challenges For 8 Major Divisions

Thought Leadership
“Marketers are quickly learning that data ownership 
is the critical first step in scaling successful social 
advertising. To paraphrase Winston Churchill, this step 
is not the end—or even the beginning of the end. It is 
merely the end of the beginning.”

Rick Martira 

VP, Marketing

Unified

Do you have an activation partner 
(e.g. managed services, activation tools)?

Who Owns Your 

YES
NO

NO

Do you work with an 
agency or partner?

(Hint: It Might Not Be You)
Social Advertising Data? 

START

“
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Social’s Tipping Point Of 
Data Accessibility Is Here

S ocial advertising continues to boom. With one-third of all digital 
display budgets going to Facebook and projections of social ad 
spend exceeding $50 billion in 2018, brand marketers are quickly 

facing several new data challenges — none of which can be ignored. As 
investment levels explode, so does data exhaust. This is forcing brands to 
ask: Do I control the access to my data, and what happens if I don’t?

First, it is important to define data accessibility. In this context, it means complete 
and uncompromised access to all social advertising data, no matter how many 
sub-brands, teams, or partners a company works with. Without control of their 
data and who can access it, a brand that switches agencies and needs to transfer 
millions of social advertising dollars and years of intelligence will have to spend 
months manually moving this data from the previous partner, assuming they 
even have access to this information. If you’re like most marketers, you’re 
probably wondering: Does my company control our social advertising data? 
Where does this data live? Can I access it in its entirety? As marketers are finding 
out, the need for data accessibility is at a tipping point, and answering these 
questions is imperative for success going forward.

By: Jason Beckerman

AS SEEN IN:

The Turning Point
Social ad accounts, which contain critical audience, performance, and financial 
data, are being created at alarming rates. Additionally, fragmentation of teams 
and tools is at an all-time high. To further illustrate the growing complexity 
of the social supply chain, there are, on average, 6.1 companies connected to 
a single social campaign: brands, media agencies, creative partners, analytic 
groups, buying solutions, and more. With so many players in the mix, it is often 
unclear who set up the ad accounts, who has access to them, and what happens 
if the partners in the supply chain change.

Unlocking Transparency
The issue of poor transparency among social advertisers is rooted in a lack 
of control over data access. Today, according to our research, more than half 
of marketers state they do not have transparency into their social advertising 
audience, performance, and investment data. This makes brands incredibly 
dependent on agency partners, limiting data visibility and putting their 
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Thinking 
Smarter, 

S ocial media is ingrained 
in all shoppers’ lives. Well 
aware of this phenomenon, 
marketers are increasing 

social advertising budgets faster 
than any segment of the paid 
media mix. In fact, in 2018 social 
advertising budgets are expected 
to swell to over $50 billion.

Retailers of any size and industry 
must keep this number in mind; 
it signals the explosive growth 
of social media marketing—and 
the impact it can have on retail 
shoppers. In order to acquire and 
maintain customers, it’s vital for 
brands and marketing teams to 
leverage this massive ecosystem 
and guide customers down the 
purchasing path. But before they 
can do this, they need to ask “Do 
I have access to and control of 
my data? What if I don’t?”

investment increasingly at risk. As a result, the biggest issue quickly becomes 
waste within the supply chain; agencies and partners tasked with maximizing ROI 
for brands are unaccountable for poor performance, unclear vendor fees, and 
incomplete stewardship of the brand’s investments.

As marketing supply chains continue to expand, and the investment passes 
through many parties, it’s vital for marketers to enable more transparency in both 
investment and performance trends.

Increasing 
Customers
By: Jason Beckerman

The Risk and the Reward
At the end of the day, lack of data accessibility is putting some of the industry’s 
largest brand portfolios at risk. Ultimately, this costs these organizations millions 
of dollars annually because incomplete data prevents them from making informed 
marketing investment decisions. Outside of that, brands must understand that not 
having control over their data means they can potentially lose it at any given moment.

Solutions that not only enable control over data access, but also map that data to a 
marketer’s unique portfolio, will be key to helping brands finally gain a connected, 
cohesive view of their social advertising. Brand marketers must realize this and begin 
to take advantage of technology that is interoperable with any campaign, team, 
tool, or channel. With this approach, advertisers will be able to control accessibility, 
creating clarity, and certainty about what they are investing in and dramatically 
limiting their risk.

9QUARTERLY Q1 2018 - The Data Ownership Dilemma 8



Be Smarter (From The Beginning)

To successfully capitalize on social advertising, brands must first own 
their data. What does this mean? If you own your data, you have total 
access to all your social advertising data, no matter how many agencies, 
vendors, or partners you are working with. Without data ownership, 
retailers can’t access the information they need when they need it. 
And without that access, they can’t make informed, effective decisions 
about their social media. A lack of direct access to accurate performance 
information can lead to business decisions based on incorrect or 
incomplete data  — putting social investments at risk.

Additionally, social is the perfect pair with the first-party CRM data 
retailers are spending large amounts of resources cultivating. Brands who 
take ownership of their social data are able to integrate it with first-party 
data at scale, innovating in areas like targeting, creative, and audience 
analysis. Without data ownership, marketers are not getting the most of 
their first-party data and are leaving a ton of value on the table.

What Owning Data Looks Like

In short, data ownership provides retailers with both the security of accurate 
information and the assurance that they won't lose anything when changes 
are made.

Think of it like this: you know that serving customers social coupon ads 
builds foot traffic. Based on that information, your marketing team develops 
a new, winning campaign that drives hoards of customers into stores. Weeks 
after this campaign, you switch agencies. Your marketing team searches 
for the performance data from this last campaign, but it belongs to the 
old agency, and you cannot access it any more. Now you don’t know which 
targeted groups responded best to which ads, which dates performed best 
— you don’t know anything specific about that successful campaign. But with 
data ownership, you retain all the information you need.

Retailers who own their data can mine and map it to create powerful 
insights. No past learnings or best practices are lost. Adopting measurement 
standards and leveraging technology can ensure that you are accessing the 
right information on what was spent, who spent it, and how it performed. 
This creates a holistic, trusted data repository that will enable you to 
continuously create successful campaigns.

Data ownership can also provide visibility into your social supply chains. 
Retail brands have one of the most complex supply chains; they can have 
coupon vendors, ecommerce solutions, creative agencies, and more working 
on a single social media campaign. With so many players in the mix, brands 
often face teams working in silos, hidden fees, and limited visibility.

With data ownership, retail brands can gain the complete transparency they 
need into their entire social supply chain, allowing them to make better 
decisions on both campaign and partner budgets.
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Social  101
“While transparency has been a hot topic in the industry 
lately, most marketers don’t realize data ownership is 
the foundation of transparency. As a result of ignoring 
this core issue, brands are left exposed and at risk for 
loss when agencies or partners are changed—causing 
them to have to start all over again.”

Kellie Sakey
VP, Advertising

Unified

“

”

Getting The Full Picture

When conducting a campaign, marketers must see the whole picture from 
beginning to end, and data ownership can provide that kind of transparency.

By leveraging social media to reach audiences at each shopping stage, 
marketers can exceed goals at every step including delivering prospects, 
customers, and loyalists. However, when brands rely on "wrap-up reports" 
about campaign performance after the fact, they miss out on the real-time 
intelligence they need to truly move the needle and drive the best results. 
On-demand transparency into total performance is critical, and the retail 
brands succeeding with social are tapping into it early and often.

Retail marketers must take advantage of social advertising technology 
that provides both data ownership and transparency, and is interoperable 
with any campaign, team, tool, or channel. Such technology completes the 
picture, allowing brands to control data accessibility, assure certainty about 
investments — and dramatically limit risk.
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Do you have an activation partner 
(e.g. managed services, activation tools)?

Do you have local or regional 
offices or locations? 

Do you have multiple 
internal teams working 
on a single campaign 
(e.g. marketing, analytics)?

Do they run 
campaigns from 
their own tool 
or ad accounts? 

Do you feel confident that you 
will keep access to your data if 
you no longer work with them?

Who Owns Your 

YES

NO

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

Do you work with an 
agency or partner?

You PROBABLY own 
your data

But you need to make sure you 
do. If you change agencies, or 
partners, you may not be able 
to take your data with you—and 
the intelligence you can reap 
from that data is a valuable 
asset. 

You PROBABLY own 
your data

But your performance 
may be lacking.

You DON’T Own 
Your Data

Your agency or partner has 
control of your data. If you 
want to change companies, 
you’ll lose valuable 
intelligence gained from 
past campaigns.

Learn how to take your 
data back.

(Hint: It Might Not Be You)
Social Advertising Data? 

START

By: Sophia Huneycutt
NO

NO

NO

NO

NO
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C U S T O M E R  E X P O S É

A Global Telecom Brand 
Successfully Solves Social BI 
and Performance Challenges 
For 8 Major Divisions

Success Stories
“Marketers are making critical decisions every day without 
having full access to their most powerful tool—their own 
data. In order to make better informed decisions and 
strategies, brands must gain full transparency through 
data ownership. This will empower them to translate data 
into clean, concise intelligence and see a full picture of 
performance. After all, data doesn’t lie.”

Alexis Sarver
Manager,  Account Managment

Unified

“

”

By: Rashida Boyd
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C O M P A N Y  S N A P S H O T

# Unified 
Platform Users: 

Customer Type: 

Vertical: 

25
Avg. Daily Time Spent In 

The Unified Platform: 

2.3 Hours

Telecom

Software + 
Managed 
ServicesNumber of 

Business Units: 

8

Social Spend: 

$43.3MM

O V E R V I E W

W hi le  soc ia l  adver t i s ing  has  come a  long  way  in  jus t  over  a 

decade ,  f ragmentat ion  and decentra l i zed  teams make  i t  seem 

a lmost  un imag inab le  for  brands  to  ga in  meaningfu l  t ransparency 

in to  the i r  investments  and per formance .  In  fac t ,  we ’ve  seen  the 

average  number  of  campaigns  per  brand skyrocket  184 .0% wi th in 

the  same year—a t rend that ’ s  expected  to  cont inue .  And the  b igger 

a  company  i s ,  the  b igger  potent ia l  for  complex i ty  when execut ing 

soc ia l  adver t i s ing  s t ra teg ies .

As  a  bus iness  that  has  become a  f i x ture  on  the  For tune  500  l i s t , 

a  Renowned Te lecom Brand operates  in  more  than  200  countr ies 

and ree ls  in  revenues  in  the  hundreds  of  b i l l ions .  Wi th  a  company 

of  th is  impress ive  magni tude ,  even  when on ly  focus ing  on  a  s ing le 

country ,  both  the  opportun i t ies  and cha l lenges  of  ach iev ing  t rue 

soc ia l  bus iness  in te l l i gence ,  data  ownersh ip ,  campaign  pac ing ,  and 

opt imizat ion  are  substant ia l .  Us ing  the  Uni f ied  P la t form,  the  brand 

and i t s  agency  of  record  were  ab le  to  success fu l l y  address  each  of 

these  areas  for  mul t ip le  U .S .  bus iness  un i ts .
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A C H I E V I N G  P E R F E C T L Y  P A C E D  C A M P A I G N S

A nyone who’s had to balance social advertising budgets and 
spend will tell you that it often can feel substantially more 

like an art than a science. Over-pace, and you have to find a 
way to cover the unplanned dollars. Under-pace, and you’ve 
left money on the table that could’ve brought in much-needed 
sales, exposure, or conversions, increasing the likelihood that 
you miss campaign goals. Naturally, advertisers strive to avoid 
both of these outcomes, but it ’s easier said than done. 

This is a seesaw scenario that The Brand’s marketers knew all 
too well, having experienced extensive under-pacing issues 
in the past. This was largely due to geo-targeting certain 
campaigns, which was a tactic foundational to their success. If 
we were to isolate only one of The Brand’s business initiatives, 
marketers needed access to real-time campaign pacing for a 
mind-bending 145 campaign line items across 4 social networks 

and 15 geographies. The advanced 
Pacing Dashboard within the 
Unified Platform not only ensured 
that they could continuously 
identify which campaigns were 
in danger of under-pacing, but 
also gave marketers the flexibility 
to make any budget allocation 
adjustments needed. Ultimately, 
not a single dollar of these 
campaign budgets was wasted, 
even within the smallest markets, 
and all paced appropriately within 
the flight dates. 

E N A B L I N G  T R U E  B U S I N E S S 
I N T E L L I G E N C E  &  D A T A  O W N E R S H I P

I n order for any large-scale social advertising strategy to be successful, 

building a foundation of streamlined and contextualized campaign data 

from multiple brands, teams, and tools is required. The Brand and its agency 

set out to accomplish this very feat, initially targeting 8 major divisions 

focused on a variety of markets spanning broadband, business services, and 

everything inbetween.

In total, all ad accounts and just shy of 80 marketing initiatives were 

connected into the Unified Platform, each comprised of hundreds of sub-
campaigns arranged by both platform and ad type. This achieved two 

critical goals:

Organized Data 
Ownership: 
With all ad accounts synced in 
across channels, this in effect 
ensured that marketers had access 
to them at all times—even in the 
event that they decided to change 
solutions or tools down the road.

Unprecedented View Of 
Paid Performance: 
This combination of clearly 
organized cross-channel 
campaigns and data 
consolidation allowed for a 
previously unattainable view 
of paid performance.

As a result, marketers were able to monitor activity stress-free in real-time 

at both the campaign and brand levels, building a blend of fully customizable 

raw and standard reports that could be configured by platform, geo, device, 

and more. Eventually, these paid reports became so central to their day-

to-day process, that ROI-influencing actions like shifting budgets to the 

best performing channels or even shifting budget away from other digital 

advertising channels like display towards social were frequent and effortless.

QUARTERLY QUARTERLYQ1 2018 - The Data Ownership Dilemma Q1 2018 - The Data Ownership Dilemma20 21



O ptimization, much like perfect pacing, is not for the faint of heart. 

This is partly because of the incredible amount of factors that can go 

into uncovering the secret sauce for the most desirable performance—

campaign goals/type, audience targeting, creative, and seasonality just 

to name a few.

The campaigns for one of the sub-brands were exclusively focused 

on generating orders, and were broken into two campaign types. The 

first one being an evergreen campaign, and the second, a retargeting 

initiative. To put this in perspective, the cost for acquiring a single 

conversion—in this case an order—was at an all time high prior to the 

Unified Platform.

With a concerted focus to increase cost efficiency across their premium 

audiences, marketers leveraged the Unified Platform ’s budget 

optimization. This method is unique in that it works as an extra layer on 

top of the bid optimization found in the native tools. As a result, brands 

enjoy the benefits of micro-adjustments found in bid optimization for 

one set of objectives, as well as larger, daily budget adjustments based 

on a second layer of objectives. Ultimately, utilizing the Optimizer along 

with some strategic adjustments in targeting, the Telecom Brand was 

able to garner the following results:

A  J O U R N E Y  F R O M  J U S T  O K ,  T O 
O U T S T A N D I N G  O P T I M I Z A T I O N

41.5% 60.5%
Decrease in cost per order 
than campaigns that didn’t 
utilize the Unified Platform

Decrease in cost per order than 
retargeting campaigns that didn’t 
utilize the Unified Platform

“I can honestly say never in my career 
that I ’ve seen/experienced a dedicated 
team like Unified that pulled off so many 
learnings, surpassed our objectives, 
maintained composure during the highs 
& lows, had fun, worked quickly with 
our timelines, and made our leadership, 
customers and team proud.”

Lead Manager, 
Emerging and Social 

Media Marketing
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C O N C L U S I O N

U ltimately, The Brand was able to leverage the Unified Platform 

across their organization to gain better control over data ownership, 

results through campaign pacing and optimization, and previously 

impossible transparency into business operations and performance.

Facebook 20.8 MM 
unique users

63.2 MM 
impressions

1.8 MM
video views

Exceeded ad 
recall goals

F A C I L I T A T I N G  S U P E R  B O W L  S U C C E S S  T H R O U G H 
R E A L - T I M E  M A N A G E D  A D V E R T I S I N G  S E R V I C E S

S uper Bowl LI, aside from raking in over $500M from advertisers, was 

no different than the previous 50 in that competition amongst brands 

was fierce. In order to compete effectively, marketers settled on a cross-

channel campaign across Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter to promote the 

celebrity concert the night before the Big Game, Super Saturday Night. The 

ads, which were both in photo and video formats, featured a major pop 

star for extra promotional power.

In addition to the 3 channels and pop star components, budgets and 

targeting were also divvied up between the main and sub-brands, adding to 

both the overall campaign complexity and number of line items to manage. 

In order to ensure that such a high profile, high stakes initiative would not 

just meet but beat goals, Unified’s Managed Advertising Services team 

actively managed the content live—amounting to 50 hours total.

In essence, The Brand focused their expertise on launching new content, 

optimizing budgets, and adjusting targeting criteria, all in real-time 

leveraging key features of the Unified Platform. Due to these efforts, the 

initiative was tremendously successful, producing several wins, including:

Twitter 95.4 MM 
impressions

7 MM
video views

Instagram 28.8 MM
unique users

82.8 MM
impressions

Exceeded ad 
recall goals
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180 Madison Ave., 23rd Fl, New York, NY 10016 sales@unified.com

/unif ied /unif ied /getunif ied /+Unif iedPlatform

www.unified.com

CONTACT US

1 OUT OF 3 
MARKETERS ARE DEMANDING MORE 
CLARITY ABOUT DATA OWNERSHIP.

The New Age Of Transparency In 
Social Advertising Is Here
Learn more about how data ownership and transparency 
at our upcoming events, webinars, and more:

Feb 12-14: The iMedia Brand Summit

Feb 15-16: Digital Marketing Transformation Assembly

Apr 10-11: The PTTOW! Summit

Apr 19-20: Transformational CMO Assembly

Apr 24-25: Digital Ascendant

Apr 24-27: Social Media Week

Never miss a webinar. 

Sign up for our newsletter 
today: https://unified.com/

newsletter-signup 

UPCOMING EVENTS UPCOMING WEBINAR

To learn more, visit www.unified.com QUARTERLYQ1 2018 - The Data Ownership Dilemma27
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